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Abstract —Increase in load demand requirement has to be supplied with various sources integrated to the grid
system. All conventional sources produce hazardous gases creating global warming. The replacement to these
conventional sources is through renewable sources, which can be solar energy, wind energy or bio chemical sources
of generation system. In this paper introduce a new H6 inverter topology converting DC output of the PVA (Photo
Voltaic Array) to PWM AC output and reduce the THD of the PWM AC voltage with the help of LCL filter. The
complete analysis and outputs are explained with all graphical representations in MATLAB Simulink software.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Utilization of PVA in commercial and domestic applications has been rapidly increased from past few years. The
investments on integration of renewable sources into grid have also been taken seriously even though the installation cost
is high. Because of these high initial investments, the inverters designs have to be done very carefully with high
efficiency outputs utilizing maximum power outputs of the renewable sources. The inverters designed must also produce
lesser harmonics when connected to grid, as it may affect the loads connected to the point of common coupling (PCC).
Many filters are designed to reduce the harmonics produced by the PWM inverters in which the LCL filter is highly
efficient reducing the Thermal Harmonic Distortion output of the inverter. [1-3]
Conventional 1-phase inverters have 4 power electronic switches controlled by SPWM (Sinusoidal Pulse width
modulation) with sin wave as reference waveform and triangular waveform as carrier signals. Figure 1 is a simple
inverter with four power electronic switches traditionally used in many inverter operations interconnected to grid. [4]
The PWM technique used to generate four pulses to the inverter can be shown in Figure 2. With further
modifications the conventional inverter with four switches is developed to H5 (Hybrid five switch) inverter with an extra
power electronic switch added at the source side. It employs an extra switch on the dc side of inverter.

Figure 1. Conventional Four Switch Inverter
The modified H5 topology from conventional four switch topology can be seen in Figure 3 with similar source and
IGBT switches connected anti parallel to diodes to avoid circulating currents in the circuit. [5]
The extra switch in H5 topology acts as an isolator which disconnects the PVA from the grid during zero voltage level
of the inverter output voltage to avoid leakage currents. The reduction of leakage currents in the circuit reduces the
emphasis on the power electronic switches also reduction of voltage stress in the switches.
The H5 topology is further modified to achieve the Highly Efficient and Reliable Inverter Concept (HERIC)
topology with removal of the fifth switch and addition of a bidirectional switch at the inverter side before the LCL filter.
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Figure 1. PWM Scheme for Conventional Inverter

Figure 2. H5 Topology
The HERIC topology shown in Fig. 4 employs 2 extra switches on the AC side of inverter. However, its power device
cost is higher than that of the H5 topology. The circuit design can be seen in Figure 4 below. [6]

Figure 3. HERIC Topology
The bidirectional switch is a combination of two S5 & S6 IGBTs connected back to back with freewheeling diodes
which are also back to back connected to ensure bidirectional operation. Even in HERIC topology the leakage currents
are cut off and increase the efficiency of the circuit. [7]
With further modifications six switches are connected in two legs creating a conventional H6 topology [8], which can
be seen in Figure. 5 below.
The H6 topology has three switches in each leg controlling the output voltage with PWM technique also reducing the
leakage currents further with attachment of two diodes reducing the effect circulating currents in the circuit topology. H6
topology has achieved the minimum conduction loss with low leakage currents.
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Figure 4. Conventional H6 Topology

II. PWM TECHNIQUE
The PWM technique is generally used for the conversion of DC to AC waveforms. In this paper we discussed a fullbridge inverter with 6- IGBTs can be used to convert DC to 3-phase AC. Each phase angle has to shifted each other by
1200 and has to be phase shifted in synchronize with the PV grid to which it is being connected. The pulses are to be given
to the IGBTs are generated with a fundamental waveform which will compared with a triangular waveform. The
fundamental waveform has the frequency of the PV grid and the carrier (triangular) waveform has higher frequency to
create a modulation signal. The fundamental and the carrier waveform diagrams are shown below in Fig. 6. 6- pulses are
formed by applying NOT gates to the 3 pulses produced by the comparison of the fundamental and carrier waveforms. The
generated pulses are fed to the Voltage source Inverter (VSI) with G1,G2,G3,G4,G5 and G6 switches. A simple PWM
construction scheme for conventional inverter is shown in Figure 2.
The rating of IGBT is taken as,
Internal resistance RON = 0.001 Ω, Snubber resistance RS = 100 kΩ, Snubber capacitance CS = 1F
Due to the impedance load the load current gets ceased during sudden switch OFF of the IGBT switch and generate
high voltage peaks in the output voltage. To avoid this an anti- parallel diode is attached to the switch (IGBT) so that the
inductor current from the impedance load can pass through the diode.
To eliminate the minimum harmonics, we have to use LC filter to filtering the higher order harmonics from the 3phase AC voltage waveforms. The three sinusoidal fundamental waveforms are generated as,
Va = Vm Sin(wt), Vb = Vm Sin(wt+2π/3), Vc = Vm Sin(wt-2π/3)
Where, Vm = maximum voltage i.e., amplitude of sinusoidal waveform which is „1‟.
The modulation index in PWM waveform is controlled by controlling the amplitude of the fundamental waveform. By
reducing amplitude of the sinusoidal wave, the space between the pulse is increased & reducing the amplitude of the
PWM waveform. The phase of the reference wave considered decides the phase of the PWM waveform.

Figure 5. Generation of Pulses with respect to Reference Fundamental Waveforms
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Figure 6. Effect of Change in Amplitude of Sinusoidal Waveform

III. MODELING OF PHOTO VOLTAIC ARRAY (PVA)
For getting efficient renewable power generation, it is used to generate power from solar irradiation. As day by day the
load demand is increasing the power generation also has to be increased. Because of this the efficiency of the PVA has to
be increased by adding some silicon surface on the PV panel. And also employ Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
techniques to tracking out maximum power at during any irradiation and atmospheric conditions. The design of PV Array
is done in MATLAB Simulation with Simulink block with the help of mathematical representation.
Voltage of PV array completely depends on solar irradiation (Sx) and ambient temperature (Tx). PVA is a combination
of parallel and series solar cells arranged in an array to generated the required voltage and current. Every series
combination of cells can be considered as photo voltaic module. Increase parallel cells will be increases the current
capacity and increase series cells will be increases the voltage and increase. Formulation for voltage of each cell is given
below [15],

Vc 

AkTc Iph  I 0  Ic
ln(
)  RsIc
e
I0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (1)

Where, e = Electron Charge (1.6 × 10-19 C)
Vc = Cell voltage, V
k = Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10-23 J/°K).
Tc = Reference cell operating temperature (20°C)
Iph = Photocurrent (5A)
I0 = Reverse saturation current of diode (0.0002A)
Ic = Cell output current, A
Rs = Series resistance of cell
The Boltzmann constant and the ref. temperature have to be in same units i.e., either 0C or 0K. The mathematical
modeling of the equation we discussed above can be constructed using Simulink blocks is as below.
The design is for a single cell voltage, in order to increase the voltage of the PV Array the cell voltage has to be
multiplied to a desired values considering each cell voltage. So, the number of series connected cells can be calculated as,
Ns = Vo/0.4
To get each cell current, total current output from the dependable source has to be divided by number of parallel
connected cells. Therefore, parallel connected cells are considered as given formula,
Np = Io/Icell
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Figure 7. Simulink model of Vc
The Simulink is taken as,

Figure 8. Simulink Modeling of NS & Np
For the calculation of cell voltage (VCX) and Iphx (Photocurrent), temperature coefficient for cell output voltage (CTV
CTI), correction factor for change in cell output voltage (CSV CSI). The formulation is given as [9],
VCX = CTV CSV VC, Iphx = CTI CSI Iph
The correction factors are given as, β
CTV = 1+βT (Ta -Tx),
CTI = 1+γT/Sc (Tx –Ta)
CSV = 1+βT αs (Sx – Sc),
CSI = 1+1/ Sc (Sx – Sc)
Where, βT = 0.004 and T = 0.06 for the cell used
Ta = ambient temperature 20°C during cell testing
Sc = reference solar irradiation
Sx = ambient solar irradiation
The values of Tx and Sx changes depending on the Sun rays which change continuously. The effect of change in solar
irradiation varies the cell photo-current and also the cell voltage. Now, consider the initial solar irradiation is Isx1 & the
increase of the irradiation is Isx2 which in turn increases the temperature from T x1 to Tx2, photocurrent from Iphx1 to Iphx2.
The mathematical calculation of the correction factors in Mat-lab Simulink is given below,
Depending on the solar irradiation and temperature the values are calculated which is fed to V c block to get the cell
voltage value as shown below,
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Figure 9. CI & CV Modelling

Figure 10. Combined Diagram of CV, CI &Vc mathematical models
The total system diagram of the PVA with all the formulation are put into a sub-system to make it clear and
understandable. The output of Vc block multiplied to the Ns constant block defining the total voltage value of the
combined cells of the PVA is fed to the voltage controlled voltage source block. A diode is connected in series at the
positive terminal of the Photovoltaic panel to avoid reverse currents passing into it.

Figure 12. Complete Diagram of PVA
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IV. PROPOSED H6 TOPOLOGY
To reduce the harmonic distortion created by the PWM technique in the conventional inverter as mentioned in section I,
a novel H6 topology is addressed to reduce these effects of leakage currents and circulating currents. The below Figure 13
is the circuit topology of the proposed H6 inverter with six switch operation [10].

Figure 13. Proposed H6 Topology

A controllable switch, capacitor divider is added to form a bidirectional clamping branch which guarantees that the
freewheeling diode path is clamped to half input voltage period and the output current flows through only 3 switches in
the power process period, so that the conduction losses can be decreased.
The blocking voltage of added switches is only half of the input voltage, which is beneficial to further improve the
efficiency. This topology is suitable for high-power transformer-less grid-connected inverters, particularly in thin-film
solar cell applications [11-13].
The proposed H6 topology can be operated in two modes, a) Unity power factor mode b) Other than unity power
factor mode. The gate signals for the power electronic switches are generated with sin PWM technique comparing the
fundamental sine waveform with high frequency triangular waveform. The theoretical gate signal waveforms can be seen
below in Fig. 14.

Figure 14. PWM Gate Signals for Switches S1-S6 of Proposed H6 Topology
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V. SIMULINK MODELS AND RESULTS

Figure 15. Proposed H6 Simulink Model with attached PVA

Figure 16. Pulse Waveforms of S1-S6 Switches for H6 Topology Simulink

Figure 16. FFT Analysis of Phase-A Voltage (VA)
VI. CONCLUSION
We observed in Simulink results of the proposed H6 topology, graphical representations of the output voltage
waveform can be seen with LCL filter attached. The output of the inverter is a sinusoidal waveform with a THD of 1.22%
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during fully loaded condition, and is in limit of IEEE standard. The proposed H6 topology can be connected to the grid
with reduced THD and increased efficiency of the converter.
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